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ON THE RECORD

“Hedgehogs have
been around for
20 million years — we
want them around in
the next century.”
Ecologist Paul Bright expresses
concern for Britain’s disappearing
hedgehogs. They will now be tracked
by the Internet-based ‘HogWatch’.

“Among the
astronaut’s needs 
are guidelines on
performing prayers 
in space.”
A Malaysian government official
discusses unique concerns faced by
the country’s first astronaut, a Muslim.

Source: Reuters

SCORECARD
Space-age scavengers
NASA forms a ‘roadkill
posse’ to deter vultures

around the shuttle launch pad by
removing the carrion on which
they feed. The birds came under
fire after one struck Discovery as
it took off last year.

Clam confusion
Pollutants are sowing a
gender crisis among

Britain’s bivalves, causing as
many as 60% of male clams 
to make eggs. 

Pie gobblers
Drug company Bayer,
maker of the Alka-Seltzer

heartburn remedy, drops its
sponsorship of a worldwide
speed-eating contest.

NUMBER CRUNCH
Biochemist Akira Endo has an
obsession: “I love mushrooms and
moulds.” In 1973, he isolated the
chemical ML-236B from a fungus —
it was to form the basis of the famed
cholesterol-lowering drugs known
as statins. The work wins him this
year’s Japan Prize for new therapies.

6,000mushrooms and moulds
were studied by Endo before he
discovered ML-236B.

Nothingwas earned by Endo
for statins, because his patent
expired before the drugs took off.

¥50 millionor US$440,000
was awarded to Endo as a 
Japan Prize winner.
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important statements about whether climate
change has already been observed has
increased. Data on twentieth-century changes
in precipitation and sea-level rise are now more
precise, and the risk of ocean acidification is
detailed for the first time. Such assertions are
likely to be seized on by environmental groups
if they appear in the final document.
Reports of Working Groups II and III, which
cover the consequences of climate change and
the attempts to tackle it, are due later in 2007.
An overall policy-makers’ sum-
mary covering all three compo-
nents will then be produced. In
previous years this has been
negotiated line by line by politi-
cians, some of whom have been
accused of seeking to downplay certain findings
to protect national interests, such as the petro-
leum industry. The 2001 version took four days
to finalize.
One graph in that summary, known as the
‘hockey stick’ and used to illustrate tempera-
ture change over the past millennium, has
caused controversy for years, and is omitted in
the current draft of the 2007 WGI policy-mak-
ers’ summary, although an updated version is
in the larger document. This is likely to be

seized on by sceptics as evidence that they
were right to question the graph’s validity;
however, there is a similar graph in the current
summary, which shows a dramatic twentieth-
century rise in the degree to which greenhouse
gases trap energy in the atmosphere.
If the confident tone of the draft survives,
policy experts say it could have quite an impact.
Kyoto Protocol negotiations have started to
examine what will happen when the current
agreement expires in 2012. Similar discussions

are being run by the Group of
Eight industrialized nations,
and by the Asia-Pacific Part-
nership on Clean Develop-
ment and Climate, which
includes the United States and

Australia, neither of which is party to Kyoto. 
“Several negotiation processes are ongoing,”
says Michael Grubb, a climate-policy expert at
Imperial College, London, who is involved in
WGII and WGIII. “That creates ripe ground
for substantial political impact.” ■

Jim Giles
Comments on the IPCC report can be submitted until

9 May. Details of how to access it can be found at

➧ www.climatescience.gov/Library/ipcc/

wg14ar-review.htm

“If you’re a sceptic,
it’s difficult to see
where to attack on the
modelling side.”
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